The March 25 football letter men, by key, are those in favor of Hap Price to lead the football team next fall. For three years Hap has played a consistent game in the pivot position, and was in for a big season this fall until injuries prevent his playing thru the schedule.

Y. W. CHRISTMAS BAZAAR

The annual Y. W. Christmas Bazaar promises to be quite a pageant of the American ladies. The booth of each is to be checked off in holiday season. The Alumni have chosen Pat Dick as their patron saint. His heart is to be emulated by Miss Louise Chandler. The faculty boys help out, too. To have a Thanksgivng giving showing, and the southern ladies' booth has been arranged by the Junior ladies. Two booths, which with the men's goods, is to represent the Student Body. The Sophomore lads have their power musical show and the Freshmen their real act. The first is to be an Operetta; the second a Season's Fails. The chairman of the Junior are Eleanor Smith and Evalle Dickens.

DORR TO LEAD CROSS COUNTRY MEN FOR 1924

The invisible path that the Bates graduate follows when he returns to his Alma Mater is the one that leads to the College Commons. Why? The reason is plainly evident. Seeing "Stevie," the mother of the Bates men once more is the greatest pleasure that he looks forward to. And no one is happier to see him come than Stevie, because she thinks the world of her "boys.

Funds can never express our love for Stevie but we all know she has a firmly established place in everyone's heart. The saying goes that "the way to a man's heart is through his stomach." Have you ever noticed how working for Bates we find there is more than fine cooking that draws her to us. She is a great lady, and she has a keen sense of humor which is attested to by the gales of laughter heard each evening at the kitchen. Each Bates men who has worked in that kitchen never enjoyed work so much and probably never will get so much fun out of work as when they "dung haul" in the Commons kitchen.

Every now and then someone will come to her and say, "My roommate is sick, Stevie, and I wonder if you could give me something for him." Then Stevie is on the go immediately. "Why does he need, I'll do something for that boy! How would this be on trust be?" And then: "Why nothing is too good for that boy. He is just like one of the family!" Yes, fellows, that is typical of Stevie. Always willing to serve others. Do you wonder that we think so much of her?

While in quarantine how impatiently the fellows who were cooped up would wait for their meals which Stevie had put up for them. The fellows never will get so much fun out of work as when they "slung hash" in the home of Miss Laura Warren. Christmas meeting of the Social Get-together Well

The Vote by mail was taken for the selection of the Domestic Science class for the senior year. The faculty lades lead the discussion. "Doc" has been in effective way with a leading the discussion. "Doc" has

On one the Varsity Club is properly financed, and its leaders gloried in that fact, so in past, and in the fact that they did not proceed the home when they were there. The Bates members said that the Soviet government had endorsed American property as far as and as fast as their power extended, that they had repudiated the debts incurred by the regime which preceded it. They were not satisfied with the propaganda which had been given that they would not act so decisively as the propaganda. Wellesley stated in their rebuttal that Russia had presented for spreading propaganda dating back to the years following the French revolution.

Debates were declared the victorious Bates team at one of the security debates. Several of the topics were talked about the reasons which prompted them to render their decisions. Questions were asked in an informal way of the members of the teams. Prof. and Mrs. A. Craig Head accom

CONFIDENCE

We are always looking for new business—why not trade with—our line is equal to the best.
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BRINGING A VOLUME TO A CLOSE AND BEGINNING A NEW

With this issue, The Bates Student, the Class of 1924 drops its editorial duties and turns the weekly newspaper over to new but untried hands. Those who assume the places of editors of the first of the year are experienced men and women. The new editor-in-chief has had six years of newspaper training in a local newspaper office. He knows journalism. And the work he will do on the Student will prove his fitness for the task.

As we take leave of the editorial chair, our heartfelt congratulations are extended to our successors. They have been chosen by the Bates Publishing Association for the work of carrying on the weekly newspaper of the college. They have the good will of the student body, the faculty, and the alumni.

The new volume will be worthy of Bates. Watch the journals of 251

LEADER FOR CROSS COUNTRY

Frank Dorr, elected to lead next year’s cross country team, is a chap of remarkable ability. A scholar of wonderful capacities, an athlete of no mean ability, and a worker in the religious life of the college, makes him one of the best representative men of Bates.

We congratulate him, also, upon his selection as one of the delegates from Bates to attend the Indianapolis convention. He has the best wishes of us all for a trip that may be long remembered.

Frank Dorr will reflect the spirit of Bates wherever he goes.

TALK BATES!

While you are home on the holidays talk Bates!

Put the word of our Alma Mater before promising men and women—before the sort of men and women we want to see enrolled here next year.

You men who know good athletes back home, place before them the remarkable possibilities of development at Bates.

We congratulate him, also, upon his selection as one of the delegates from Bates to attend the Indianapolis convention. He has the best wishes of us all for a trip that may be long remembered.

Frank Dorr will reflect the spirit of Bates wherever he goes.

STEVIE

We are more than pleased to publish this week an article on Stevie. Words can never express our admiration and love for her.

She has been our friend. She is the friend of all.

There is a merry place near Bates where we like to visit. Stevie is always there with a welcome.

She radiates the right kind of Bates spirit—a spirit of true fellowship and good will.

A HAPPY VACATION

The retiring Student board wishes to take this opportunity of wishing all our readers the happiest of vacations. The holiday season is nearing once more. Make the most of it.

And each and everyone of you return to college with the New Year prepared to give more than ever of your energy and effort towards building a "better, better, better Bates!"
HOCKEY MEN ASSEMBLE IN FIRST MEETING

Coach Wiggin Hopes For a Larger Squad

Hockey candidates assembled for the first meeting of the year, in Class Hall, Tuesday evening. Coach Wiggin gave a short talk as the evening opened, and outlined plans for preliminary work in the gym, as the preponderance for before the Christmas recess are very poor. Captain Dick Stacey and twenty other candidates reported, including all of last year's veterans except two who graduated. Coach Wiggin expressed the desire to see more candidates report, and urged those present to indicate any who can use a pair of skates, regardless previous hockey experience, to join the squad. Get behind the captain, coach, and team. Help swell that squad.

From now till the holidays, the coach will meet candidates in the gym every day at either eleven or one-thirty. Thus all the men should be able to attend some of the practice sessions, and some of the men will find it convenient to attend all the practices.

The good leaders will get a chance in the cage, and the forward and defense men will practice shooting, with the goalkeeper between the posts.

Next week, running will be added to the preliminary workout program in order to better condition the men. The lack of ice with a game near us the opening of college makes this extra work difficult All important. The men were instructed to take an interest in their own training during the bower, and to skate as often as possible.

A good schedule with worthy opponents has been arranged by manager Christopher, and the tent cut for the team this year is a big one. The State-Series championship is the main goal, and this year the Maine college teams are not to be considered too lightly. Bate has clearly shown her superiority in this branch of sports over the other Pine Tree colleges, for the past three years. But during this time the other three colleges have been in a period of development, and have shown marked improvement every year. With material available this year, there is no need for scepticism, but hard work is necessary to uphold the Maine hockey reputation. The team cannot rest on the laurels won, but work and will go out to retain new ones.

The candidates for the team will be expected to return to college a few days before the college re-opens, as the season opens at home January 5, with Mt. Allison college of Sackville, N. B. The first game with Bowdoin comes the following week. The trip, including games with West Point, Williams, and Mass Aggies, follows a week later. The remaining games after that are all Maine Series games. A schedule for the second and third teams is being arranged with some local clubs.

JORDAN SCIENTIFIC

A meeting of the Jordan Scientific Society was held Wednesday evening in Carnegie Science Hall. After the opening of the meeting by Pres. Altvater, the rest of the evening was taken up by Frank Dorr who gave a talk "on Archaeology in Maine."

This included, a description of a series of expeditions from 1912-20 which were made on the Bryant estate, in Pres. Altvater's, during which evidence of a very ancient and interesting culture were brought to light. These people were primitive Indian types and belonged to the remote stone age.

Many thousands of stone relics were found which may now be seen in the museum at the Augusta State Stones, at Bangor, and at Portland, as well as the museum of Phillips An- d-aver Academy in Manchester.

An all same makes things hot for many a man.

R. HOWARD RAY
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER

Studio and Home: Commercial Developing and Printing

46 Lisbon Street. Lewiston, Maine

Choice of a Career

From the Yale News

THE NINETY-FOUR

Someone, probably an insurance agent, was quoted recently as saying that from the mass of one hundred college graduates one individual only rose to the Polo and better class, personal closely near the top of the financial ladder.

Five others became comfortably and found themselves after twenty years at the small yacht and chauffeur stage. The other ninety-four presumably congregate in the great section of the American people who drive their own Buicks to the golf club. In other words, dreaming about being a rich man is one thing, and making the grade is "something else again."

The ninety-four presumably work just as hard as the fortunate six. Their business is the axis on which a small wheel revolves. They have become devotees of the dollar and when that feckle deity has nowhere else to turn, Jammed in a dark, straight rut of business they can never leave the road and jump the fence into finer fields of life. This, of course, is one of the portion of ninety-four men out of every hundred now on the campus.

The answer to the problem lies in the proper choice of a career.

Between now and Commencement we shall have something to offer on the proper choice. Watch for the space with the Famous Signature.
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING

A GRADUATE SCHOOL

Retailing is a field of opportunity for the trained mind. The School of Retailing trains for executive positions.

WELDOHII TIWNING: TRAINING

ADVERTISING: SERVICE

PERSONNEL: FRAINEG pi ){?ECONTI: TRADING

are attended fields.

SERVICE FELLOWSHOIP.

Classes and the store are closely linked together.

Students may enter second term February 4, 1924.

Illustrated booklet upon application.

For further information write:

Dr. NORRIS A. BRISCO, Director

New York University, School of Retailing

100 WASHINGTON SQ., NEW YORK CITY

$250 in Prizes

This is the new Hinged Cap on Williams' Shaving Cream. Williams' is the only shaving cream having this convenience feature. We want you to tell us how the cap appeals to you. So we make this offer:

Winners will each receive a prize of $50 in order of entry. Prizes: 1st prize $100; 2nd prize $50; two 3rd prizes, $25 each; two 4th prizes, $10 each; five 5th prizes, $5 each. Any undergraduate or graduate student is eligible. If two or more persons submit identical designs deemed worthy of prizes, the full amount of the prize will be awarded to each. Contest closes at midnight March 14, 1924. Winners will be announced as soon thereafter as possible. Submit any number of slogans but write on one side of paper only, putting name, address, telephone number and on each side of each copy. Address and send to Contest Editor, The J. B. Williams Co., Glenwood, Ottawa.

They couldn't destroy the work he did

"The Republic has no need for savants," sneered a tool of Robespierre as he sent Lavoisier, founder of modern chemistry, to the guillotine. A century later the French Government collected all the scientific studies of this great citizen of Paris and published them, that the record of his researches might be preserved for all time.

Lavoisier showed the errors of the theory of phlogiston—that hypothetical, material substance which was believed to be an element of all combustible compounds and to produce fire when liberated. He proved fire to be the union of other elements with a gas which he named oxygen.

Lavoisier's work goes on. In the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company the determination of the effects of atmospheric air upon the metals and on delicate instruments is possible because of the discovery of Lavoisier and his contemporaries.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Allant. Abess Co.
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